
Housing Corps 3/24/24
Attendance:

Gary Zahn, Malachi Eovaldi, Andrew Damiani, Mariano Grillo, James Thomas, Nick Dodge,
Jason Barksdale, Jack Tuttle, Robert Kunkenmoeller, Aaron West, Peyton Jones.

Active Status:

-Active Status at 14 brothers through the Summer Term
-Just finished exams on 3/23/24, brothers entering into work term throughout the next few
weeks

Takeaways from Lexington Pilgrimage:
-Brothers thought it was a great bonding experience and highly encouraged Alumni to

attend the next trip whenever it gets scheduled.
-Great to get away from campus for a weekend.

Housing Corps Status:

Alumni Association Discussion:
-Housing Corps has been working to turn over some responsibilities to the newly formed

Alumni Association, with the goal of increasing Alumni retention and hosting events.
-Thursday April 11th for the first formal Alumni Association Meeting
-The positions of Recorder as well as Member At Large positions are still open and

accepting candidates, reach out to President Jeremy Fick (jfick82594@gmail.com) if interested.
-More information on attending Alumni Association Meetings is forthcoming

Old Business:

Rive Stairs Project:
-At this time Active Chapter has decided to push off getting started on the stairs
-The brothers have decided that there are too many ongoing internal projects and they

would like to finish those before going forwards, including finishing Chapter Room, Spring
Cleaning, and other outdoor projects.

-The active brothers have created a small ongoing list of updates to the old staircase that
can be done in the short term to last through the Summer. No monetary support from the
Housing Corps is thought to be necessary at this time.

-In the meantime, Malachi will continue pre-production so the project can get started as
soon as the actives are ready to start working.

-Plan to have footings poured by no later than Fall of this year.

New Business:

-The Alumni Car Show has been set for July 20th, more information forthcoming.
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